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The diesel engine power demand of the start condition can be separated into two parts including resistance overcoming and acceleration realization for the reason that there is no power output during the starting process. The present paper mainly focuses on the fuel injection quantity control based on the engine power demand especially the acceleration demand for the resistance force is fixed for a specific engine, and the starting acceleration velocity is set as a target curve so that the acceleration process can also be fixed. The feasibility of the start control strategy proposed in this paper was verified by a comparison of the traditional starting control with a constant fuel quantity, and starting performance of the target acceleration based control shows predominance to the constant quantity control. And then the comparison between various starting acceleration processes, which was realized by the settings of acceleration curve slope factor, was conducted and results showed that the acceleration processes with higher slope factors perform better.

1. Introduction

Diesel engine is getting more and more popular for its efficiency and reliability [1] under the increasingly strict emission law and the low carbon demand [2, 3]. Misfire and low combustion efficiency always accompany diesel engine starting process [4, 5] for the high blow-by level, the low engine speed, and the low engine block temperature [6, 7]. As a result, emissions during the starting process, especially HC and CO emissions [8, 9], play an important role in the engine emission performance [10, 11]. And the diesel engine starting performance can be even poor, especially when it comes to the combustion efficiency [12], at the extremely low temperature [13, 14]. For the purpose of improving the diesel engine cold start performance, the heat assistance devices, mainly glow plug, are widely used. Researches concerning the ignition and in-cylinder combustion process of diesel engines fixed with glow plugs show that the well-calibrated multiple injection with the assistance of glow plug can improve the combustion process so that it shortens the starting time without much idle instability [15], and, with the assistance of high speed visualization in an optical engine, the pilot ignition is found to be occurring in the vicinity of the glow plug and strongly influence the main combustion initiation [16]; moreover, the spray-glow plug configuration can influence the equivalence ratio on glow plug vicinity so that ignition is influenced and the higher injection velocity and the lower injection mass per orifice can reduce the ignition probability, but the combustion rate increases when the injection momentum is higher, so a trade-off between ignition and combustion process has to be considered [17, 18]. Broatch et al. [19] proposed a new method for estimating the threshold temperature for self-ignition of fuel during cold start of diesel engines. They concluded that the threshold in-cylinder temperature was about 415°C for both low and high compression ratio engines and it could well instruct the application of glow plug under extremely low temperature. To satisfy the emissions demand reducing the NOx and CO2 emissions while keeping the CO, HC, and PM in control, lowering the engine compression ratio is a reasonable solution. The cold start problems of low compression ratio diesel engines are even more severe comparing the conventional compression ratio engines [20–24]. The hardware configuration, especially the spray-glow plug relative position, needs to be justified,
and the injection calibration is also needed to be optimized [21]. The pilot injection plays an important role in the ignition and combustion process [22–24] and the swirl number should be modified to the suitable level [20].

Comparing with the diesel engine starting at extremely low temperature, the starting at the normal temperature (around 30° C) is more frequently used. Peng et al. and Cui et al. researched influence of EGR on ignition and combustion during diesel engine starting at the normal environmental temperature which is common in south China; they found that the optimal opening of recirculation valves can advance the first firing cycle and reduce the duration of heavy smoke emission; it could be explained by the existence of reaction intermediates, such as ketohydroperoxides that could enhance the low temperature reaction, generated in the non-firing cycles [25, 26].

Most diesel engine starting concerning researches are focusing on the in-cylinder ignition and combustion, and, for the popularity and excellent performance of MAP based starting control (it means an array that the target value can be looked up by the relevant coordinates), few innovations on the starting process control have been proposed [27]. The present paper mainly focuses on the research on the diesel engine starting control that acceleration process defined before. The fuel quantity to be injected is calculated according to the real-time indicated torque which is acquired by an interpolation in a resistance torque MAP to get the resistance force and power for the engine acceleration. So the acceleration function can be expressed as follows:

\[
\beta^*_1(t) = \frac{(n_1 - n_0) \pi}{30r_1} + \frac{\pi kt}{30} - \frac{\pi kt_1}{60}, \quad t \in (0, t_1],
\]

\[
\beta^*_2(t) = \frac{\pi (n_1 - n_2)}{15r_2^2} + \frac{\pi (n_2 - n_1)}{15r_2}, \quad t \in (t_1, t_2],
\]

where \( t_1 \) is the time range for the first part acceleration velocity, \( t_2 \) is the time range for the second part acceleration velocity, \( t_1 \) is the target start-up time, \( n_0 \) is the engine speed where fuel firstly started to be injected, \( n_1 \) is the target engine speed at the \( t_1 \) moment, and \( n_2 \) is the engine speed marking starting successfully. The independent variable \( t \) of the above equations is acquired by the internal timer of the ECU; it starts to count once the fuel is firstly injected and the update frequency of \( t \) is 1 ms.

Because the engine starting process is a transient condition, there are many uncertainties during the starting process and it is difficult to guarantee that the real engine operation agrees with the target acceleration curve. With the consideration of the above problems, a real-time correction strategy for the starting control is designed and the control flow diagram is presented in Figure 2.

The time counter in Figure 2 is equal to the independent variable \( t \) of the target acceleration velocity functions. When the time counter is less than \( t_1 \) but the engine speed is more than \( n_1 \), it means that the engine speed reaches the target value ahead of schedule; if the acceleration velocity keeps at the \( \beta^*_1(t) \) function segment, the subsequent speed growth can be so violent that the speed overshoot will appear, and, for the purpose of solving the problem, the time counter is compulsively set to \( t_1 \) under this condition and the acceleration...

**Figure 1:** Schematic diagram of the target starting acceleration velocity curve.
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velocity turns to the $\beta_2(t)$ function segment where acceleration is much lower, so that a smooth starting to idling transition is secured. When the time counter is between $t_1$ and $t_I$ but the engine speed is less than $n_1$, it can be inferred that the speed has not reached the anticipative value, so $t_0$ is subtracted from the time counter to make the time counter less than $t_1$ so that higher acceleration ($\beta_1(t)$) is supplied. When the time counter is larger than $t_I$ but the engine has not reached $n_2$, it can be inferred that acceleration is still in need, so $t_0$ is subtracted from the time counter to make the time counter less than $t_I$ and lower acceleration velocity is supplied to secure low engine acceleration.

The starting acceleration torque can be demonstrated as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
    T_{\text{trq}_a} &= \frac{(n_1 - n_0) \pi I}{30 t_1} + \frac{\pi I k t_1}{60}, \quad t \in (0, t_1], \\
    T_{\text{trq}_b} &= \frac{\pi I (n_1 - n_2) (t - t_1)}{15 t_2^2} + \frac{\pi I (n_2 - n_1)}{15 t_2}, \quad t \in (t_1, t_I],
\end{align*}$$

where $I$ is the rotational inertia of the test engine.

The parameters including $k$, $t_1$, $t_I$, $n_0$, $n_1$, and $n_2$ are designed to be calibrating parameters and the adjustment of any of the above parameters will change the acceleration process.

The starting resistance torque ($T_{\text{trq}_r}$) can be obtained by motoring tests, the MAP for resistance torque lookup is shown in Figure 3, and the real-time $T_{\text{trq}_r}$ is acquired by interpolation with the real-time engine speed and the coolant temperature acquired by corresponding sensors.

As a result, the indicated torque $T_{\text{trq}_\text{start}}$ is acquired after the obtainment of $T_{\text{trq}_a}$ and $T_{\text{trq}_r}$ so that the fuel quantity to be injected is confirmed with the indicated torque, and the torque to fuel transition process, which is referred to the Bosch EDC17 software documentation [28], will not be repeated here.

### 3. Experimental Setup and Procedure

#### 3.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted on a four-cylinder high pressure common rail diesel engine. The open access ECU named HT5 is utilized in the research and the MCU module of the test ECU is a dual-core 16-bit high-performance MCU from the Freescale named MC9S12XEP10.
[29, 30], which consisted of modules including ATD, PIT, PWM, SPI, SCI, I/O, and CAN. The target acceleration (target indicated torque) based diesel engine starting control strategy is compiled with the Freescale CodeWarrior software and then loaded into the ECU. The real-time calibration and monitoring for the test engine can be realized by the HT-Link software which is designed for matching the HT5 ECU. Test engine specifications are given in Table 1.

Schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4. Cylinder pressure was measured by a piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler), which was fixed in the first cylinder and connected to a charge amplifier (Kistler), then finally to high speed combustion data acquisition and analysis system (ONOSOKKI). A magnetic valve connecting with a gas collecting bag was fixed in the exhaust manifold of the first cylinder and it only opened at the exhaust stroke of the first cylinder during the starting process for the purpose of collecting the first cylinder emissions of the starting condition.

![Figure 4: Test bench setup.](image)

![Figure 5: Schematic diagram of acceleration velocity curve with various slope factors.](image)

An emission analyzer (HORIBA MEXA-7100DEGR) was used to measure CO, CO₂, HC, and NOₓ in the exhaust.

### 3.2. Experimental Procedure

For the purpose of verifying the feasibility of the control strategy proposed in the present paper, a comparison between the traditional starting injection control that the injection quantity kept at a reasonable constant level (25 mg) and the target acceleration based starting injection control was conducted. And then, for the purpose of researching the influence of different acceleration process on the starting performance, starting with various acceleration curves was contrasted. Differences of the acceleration curves were realized by the calibration of the coefficient \( k \) (in (2) and (5)) representing the slope factor of the acceleration curve. The schematic diagram of acceleration velocity curve with various slope factors is shown in Figure 5.

During the experiment, coolant temperature was kept at 30°C. The pilot injection, injecting 10% of the whole fuel of each stroke at 18°C before top dead center, was adopted, and the following main injection was injected at 6°C before top dead center. The rail pressure was kept at 60 MPa. The fuel injection initiation symbol speed \( (n_0) \) was set to 200 rpm.
speed symbolizing switch between the higher acceleration and the lower acceleration \((n_1)\) was set to 760 rpm, and the successfully starting-up symbol speed \((n_2)\) was set to 790 rpm. The target starting-up time \(t_1\) was set to 3 s and the duration for the quicker acceleration process \(t_1\) was set to 2.5 s.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 6 presents the engine speed comparison between the target acceleration based control strategy (namely, target acceleration control in the following text) and the constant injection quantity starting control strategy (namely, constant quantity control in the following text). A great fluctuation of engine speed from the constant quantity control is displayed whereas the starting to idling transition is pretty smooth in the target acceleration control. The fuel quantity in the subsequent idle condition fluctuates much in the constant quantity control for the application of PID control but that in the target acceleration control keeps at a stable level because the fuel quantity injected is according to the engine operation demand strictly and little fuel quantity overshoot appears.

Figure 7 describes the emission characteristics from different control strategies. The emission performance of the target acceleration control shows predominance to the constant quantity control. The HC emission from the constant quantity control is 59% higher than that from the target acceleration control, the CO emission is 81.8% higher than target acceleration control, and \(\text{CO}_2\) is 6% higher than the target acceleration control. The higher CO and HC emissions indicate that combustion efficiency of the constant quantity control is lower and the higher \(\text{CO}_2\) and \(\text{NO}_x\) emissions mean that more fuel was consumed in the constant quantity control.

With the results derived from Figures 6 and 7, the practicability of the target acceleration based starting control strategy is well proved, so further researches were conducted.

The engine speeds of different acceleration curve slope factors are compared in Figure 8. All the four experimental settings present smooth start to idle transitions, but the variablity in starting-up time appears. The shortest starting-up time is from \(k(100)\) whereas the longest starting-up time is from \(k(-100)\), a more visualized result that in form of cycle number is shown in Figure 9, where the higher slope factor \(k\) shows a lower starting-up cycle number. It can be inferred from Figure 8 that only when the engine speed is larger than 600 rpm, the difference between the influences of various slope factors on engine speed becomes obvious. It can be explained that when the engine speed is large enough, the in-cylinder fluid flow is strong enough to well promote air fuel mixing so that the difference in injection quantity becomes obvious.

Figure 10 shows the fuel quantity injected per stroke during the starting process by cycles. The first 8 cycles present the same trend with the curve in Figure 5, and from the ninth cycle on the fuel quantity fluctuation appears for the reason that \(t_1\) time is arrived but the speed \(n_1\) has not been reached.
so the time counter is minus by 500 ms and fuel quantity is back to the level at the corresponding time. The fuel quantity of the last two cycles of each experimental settings drops quickly for the reason that the slow acceleration stage is arrived.

The maximum in-cylinder pressure of the starting cycles (except the first cycle for the appearance of misfire) from different slope factor settings is shown in Figure 11, the agreement between the injection quantity and the maximum in-cylinder pressure is displayed, and the consistency between injection quantity and the maximum in-cylinder pressure becomes more obvious from the ninth cycle. It can be a reasonable explanation for the phenomenon shown in Figure 8 that the engine speed variation of different slope factor settings becomes obvious when the engine speed is larger than 600 rpm.

The emission performance of different acceleration processes is presented in Figure 12, the lowest HC emission is from $k(50)$, the HC emission of $k(100)$ is 5% higher than that of $k(50)$ and that of $k(−50)$ is 15% higher than $k(50)$, and the highest HC emission is from $k(−100)$, which is 25% higher than the lowest one. The CO emission of $k(100)$ and $k(50)$ is at the same level and that of $k(−50)$ and $k(−100)$ is 30% and 40% higher separately. The NO$_x$ and CO$_2$ emissions show the reverse trend to the CO and HC emissions for the reason that the lower HC and CO emissions signify the higher combustion efficiency as well as the higher combustion temperature which leads to the higher NO$_x$ and CO$_2$ emissions. The highest NO$_x$ emissions from $k(50)$ are 5.5% higher than the lowest one $k(−100)$, and the highest CO$_2$ emission from $k(50)$ is 9% higher than the lowest one $k(−100)$; it is not so obvious when comparing with the difference in HC and CO emissions.

With the consideration of both starting-up time and the emission performance, the acceleration curves with the higher slope factors ($k(100)$ and $k(50)$) perform better.

The most common diesel engine starting control strategy nowadays is the MAP based control that the fuel to be injected or the indicated torque of the starting condition is calibrated with plenty of tests beforehand; with the consideration of idle stability and the smooth start to idle transition, the fuel quantity tends to be descending with the increasing of engine speed, and it presents the same trend as the above-mentioned acceleration curve with the minus slope factors, so it can be concluded that the fuel quantity should increase with the increase of engine speed to a reasonable level and then decrease when the engine speed is near to the target idle speed to secure a smooth start to idle transition. The conclusion can be instructive for the diesel engine starting MAP calibration.

5. Conclusions

A novel diesel engine starting control strategy based on the target acceleration curve is proposed in the present paper. The fuel quantity injected per stroke is calculated according to the real-time acceleration velocity demand. Experiments include the comparison between different starting control strategies (target acceleration control and constant quantity control) and the comparison between different starting acceleration processes (different slope factor of the acceleration curve). The results are summarized as follows:

1. A great fluctuation of engine speed in the constant quantity control is displayed whereas the starting to idling transition is pretty smooth in the target acceleration control. It can be explained that in the target acceleration control fuel injection quantity is
controlled by the real-time engine operation demand including the resistance force and the acceleration demand and almost no more fuel is injected beyond the requirement, but in the constant quantity control the fuel quantity is calibrated at a reasonable level by tests and experiences so that fuel quantity overshoot is unavoidable. The fuel injection performance can directly influence the emission performance, so the target acceleration control shows predominance to the constant quantity control when it comes to the engine emissions.

(2) The variation of the acceleration process is realized by the settings of acceleration curve slope factor and four different slope factors including $k(100)$, $k(50)$, $k(-50)$, and $k(-100)$ were experimentally compared. The different acceleration curve can influence the starting-up time and a higher slope factor of the acceleration curve presents a lower start-up cycle number; the influence of the difference of injection quantity caused by the settings of acceleration curve becomes obvious when the engine speed is larger than 600 rpm in the present research.

(3) The lowest HC emission is from $k(50)$, which is 25% lower than the highest one $k(-100)$, and that of $k(100)$ is 5% higher than $k(50)$; the CO emission of $k(50)$ and $k(100)$ is at the same level and 40% lower than the highest one $k(-100)$. The NO$_x$ and CO$_2$ emissions show the reverse trend to the CO and HC emissions. The highest NO$_x$ emissions from $k(50)$ are 5.5% higher than the lowest one $k(-100)$ and that of $k(100)$ is 1.9% lower than $k(50)$; the highest CO$_2$ emission from $k(50)$ is 9% higher than the lowest one $k(-100)$ and that of $k(100)$ is 2.8% lower than $k(50)$.

(4) With comprehensive consideration of the starting performance, the starting acceleration curves with the higher slope factors perform better, which means that the rising first and falling later injection quantity trend during the diesel engine starting process is more reasonable, and the conclusion can be instructive for the widely used diesel engine starting MAP calibration process.
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